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Abstract

There is a renewed debate about modus ponens. Strikingly, the recent counterexamples
in Cantwell (2008), Dreier (2009) and MacFarlane and Kolodny (2010) are generated by re-
stricted readings of the ‘if’-clause. Moreover, it can be argued on general grounds that
the restrictor view of conditionals developed in Kratzer (1986) and Lewis (1975) leads to
counterexamples to modus ponens (cp. Charlow 2013; Khoo 2013). This paper provides a
careful analysis of modus ponens within the framework of the restrictor view. Despite ap-
pearances to the contrary, there is a robust sense in which modus ponens is valid, owing to
the fact that conditionals do not only allow for restricted readings but have bare interpreta-
tions, too.
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1 Introduction

Understanding the nature of modus ponens for natural language ‘if’ is a central task for a the-

ory of conditionals. Modus ponens is of intrinsic interest for a theory of conditionals, because

modus ponens is often seen as the most basic inference rule governing conditionals, which is

sometimes even taken to be (partly) meaning constitutive. More importantly, perhaps, are the

consequences a failure of modus ponens would have for our understanding of practical delib-

eration. Practical reasoning under uncertainty typically involves conditionals of the form ‘If p

is the case, I should do x’. If we cannot rely on modus ponens for such conditionals, how can

they serve us in our search for (unconditional) conclusions about what to do?

In this paper, I wish to analyze potential counterexamples to modus ponens, including those

by McGee (1985) and MacFarlane and Kolodny (2010). I will argue that the conditionals in the

potential counterexamples all exploit restricted readings of the crucial notions as one would

expect in the light of the restrictor view of conditionals originating from Lewis (1975) and gen-

eralized by Kratzer (1986, 2012). The hope is that this will allow us to say something general

about the whole family of proposed counterexamples. Aiming at a unified solution, I will try

to build a case for a defense of modus ponens within the framework of the restrictor view.
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Torrengo, Richard Woodward and an anonymous referee of this journal. The paper profited from the generous
support of the DFG-funded project ”Knowledge and Decision” (SCHU 3080/3-1).
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This strikes me as an important project for at least two reasons: (a) the restrictor view is cur-

rently perceived by many to be the most successful overall theory of conditionals (particularly

among linguists) and (b) it has been claimed that the restrictor view predicts counterexamples

to modus ponens for general reasons (Charlow 2013; Khoo 2013; MacFarlane and Kolodny

2010). Taking the two points together, it appears that the currently most promising theory of

conditionals invalidates modus ponens. Closer inspection will show, however, that this might

be too quick. I will argue that there remains a robust sense in which modus ponens is valid

even on the restrictor view.

2 The Restrictor View

To set the stage, here is a brief description of the restrictor view of conditionals.1 Taking its

inspiration from Lewis 1975, it requires a fairly radical departure from standard theories of

conditionals by questioning the fundamental assumption that conditionals are to be construed

as two-place connectives. To motivate the view, consider:

(1) Always/Usually/Sometimes, if it is raining, my roof leaks.

Lewis (1975: 10f.) details that ‘if’-clauses occurring in sentences of this kind are best interpreted

as restrictors of the adverbial quantifiers. The observation behind his argument is the follow-

ing. The truth conditions for a construction with ‘always’ seem to correspond to a universally

quantified material conditional (‘It is always the case that either it is not raining or my roof

leaks’), but in order to get the truth conditions for ‘sometimes’ right, we would need to assume

that the conditional works like a conjunction, for only then the sentence comes out true iff

there is a time at which it is raining and my roof leaks, which are the intuitive truth conditions.

So, there is no single conditional meaning which is supplied both under ‘always’ and under

‘sometimes’. And it would be implausible to assume that the embedded conditional clause

varies its meaning depending on the quantifier under which it is embedded (but see Higgin-

botham 1986). Even worse, for quantifiers like ‘often’ or ‘usually’, it seems virtually impossible

to find a conditional meaning which would correspond to the intuitive truth conditions.2

On a restrictor analysis, the interaction of ‘if’-clauses with adverbial quantifiers could be

given a unified account. The structure of Lewis’s sample sentences would be something like

the following, with Q representing an arbitrary quantifier:

(2) [Qt : it is raining at t][my roof leaks at t].3

1This presentation follows closely the one in Schulz 2017: Chap. 5.
2The observation there is essentially the same as the argument for restricted quantifiers in constructions like

‘Most people enjoy watching TV’ (cp. Barwise and Cooper 1981).
3Square brackets indicate the supposed phrase structure of a sentence.
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Thus, in the logical form of these sentences, we would not find a two-place conditional con-

nective any longer. As Lewis puts it:

I conclude that the if of our restrictive if-clauses should not be regarded as a sentential
connective. It has no meaning apart from the adverb it restricts. (Lewis 1975: 11)

On a restricted reading, conditionals would thus have a logical form different from ordinary

two-place connectives. It is a natural suspicion that this may have consequences for the logical

behavior of conditionals. Before turning to this question, I briefly sketch how this alternative

syntax can be coupled with an alternative semantics for conditionals.

The restrictor view has been generalized to include non-adverbial quantifiers and, in par-

ticular, modal expressions of all kinds.4 As modals figure prominently in the potential counter-

examples to modus ponens, let me sketch a fairly standard (but in certain respects simplified)

account of modality. Following the work of Kratzer, we may assume that modal expressions

are sensitive to at least three parameters: a possible world w, a modal base f and an ordering

source g (cp. Kratzer 2012: 32–40). Both the modal base and the ordering source are functions

from possible worlds to sets of propositions, which are in turn construed as sets of possible

worlds. Simplifying slightly, we can think of the modal base as a mere set of worlds – a domain

of discourse –, which would result from intersecting the sets of worlds provided by the modal

base when applied to the world of evaluation. The ordering source is present in order to deal

with gradable and deontic modal expressions as well as counterfactuals. The main work of

an ordering source is done by an ordering relation induced by it. If, for instance, an ordering

source A is a set of laws, then a world w1 gets a rank smaller than or equally high as w2 if all

laws in A which are satisfied by w2 are satisfied by w1. The lower the rank of a world, the closer

it comes to the ideal specified by the set of laws.5

Based on the two notions of conversational backgrounds, Kratzer gives a general definition

of necessity (I present it here in quote; see Kratzer 2012: 18):

Necessity. A proposition p is a necessity in w with respect to f and g iff for all u ∈ ⋂
f (w),

there is a v ∈ ⋂
f (w) such that

(i) v ≤g(w) u

and

(ii) for all z ∈ ⋂
f (w): if z ≤g(w) v, then z ∈ p.6

4See in particular the collection of papers in Kratzer (2012).
5More precisely, the ordering is defined in the following way, where A is a set of propositions A:

w1 ≤A w2 ≡df. ∀p ∈ A : (w2 ∈ p) ⊃ (w1 ∈ p).

In words: if (and only if) w1 makes true all propositions in A which w2 makes true, then w1 ≤A w2.
6As Kratzer acknowledges, the present definition is modeled closely after a similar definition given by Lewis

(1973: 16) for counterfactuals.
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In this definition, f is to be thought of as a modal base and g as an ordering source. Roughly

speaking, a proposition is said to be a necessity if it obtains at all worlds specified by the modal

base which come closest to the ideal specified by the ordering source.7 A dual concept of

possibility is definable in the standard way.

If we take JφKw, f ,g to be the proposition expressed by a sentence φ relative to w, f and g, we

can turn Kratzer’s definition into a recursive clause for the interpretation of necessity modals:

(3) JNECESSARY φKw, f ,g iff JφKw, f ,g is a necessity in w with respect to f and g.

Particular kinds of necessity result from specific settings of the parameters f and g. For

instance, if g is an empty ordering source at w, then every two worlds are related to another.

So, a proposition p becomes a necessity at w with respect to an empty ordering source g(w) if

it is implied by the propositions in f (w), that is if it is true at all worlds in the domain resulting

from intersecting the propositions in f (w). This setting is particularly interesting for it is likely

to accommodate various ungraded notions of modality (given suitable choices of the modal

base).

The central idea of the restrictor view is that ‘if’-clauses restrict the domain of the modal in

the scope of which they occur. Syntactically, the restrictor view can be implemented by letting

the ‘if’-clause combine with the modal first to form a more complex modal (rather than that

it first interacts with the consequent to form a conditional sentence which would then be the

single argument of the modal). A schema for a general recursive semantic clause interpreting

the restriction of a modal expression such as ‘might’ or ‘must’ could look like this (it is closely

modeled after Kratzer 2012: 94):

(4) JMODAL : AKw, f ,g = JMODALKw, f+,g, where f+(w) = f (w) ∪ {JAKw, f , g}.

The semantic value of a modal expression restricted by an ‘if’-clause A relative to a modal base

f (and the other two parameters) is the semantic value of the modal expression relative to the

modal base intersected by the semantic value of A. Formally, this is achieved by adding the

semantic value of A to the premise set provided by f . This clause gives us the desired result

that the ‘if’-clause functions as a restrictor on the domain of the modal. Of course, to derive the

semantic value of the restricted modal we need a clause for the modal expression (the definition

in (2) may serve as an example) and, quite obviously, the semantic value of A. But the latter

two values will be derivable independently of what we say about conditionals.

Given a semantic clause along these lines, its application to complete conditional construc-

tions including a consequent is straightforward. If we have a conditional governed by a modal

7Since Kratzer wants to allow for worlds getting closer and closer without there being some closest worlds,
the definition is a little more complex. For a proposition to be necessary it requires that there is to any world u
determined by the conversational background a world v ≤g(w) u such that the proposition holds at all worlds
closer than v or at least as close as v.
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which is syntactically analyzed according to the restrictor view, the semantic clause dealing

with restriction does all the interesting work:

(5) J[MODAL : A][B]Kw, f ,g = JMODALKw, f+,g JBKw, f ,g.

The antecedent of the conditional restricts the domain of the modal by intersecting it. The only

further thing which happens is that the restricted modal then takes the consequent as an argu-

ment, which, we may assume, is semantically accounted for in terms of function application.

In sum, the restrictor view allows ‘if’-clauses to restrict quantifiers or modals. Syntactically,

this means that the modal first combines with the ‘if’-clause to form a restricted modal which

then takes the consequent of the conditional construction as an argument. Semantically, the

desired effect can be achieved by letting the proposition expressed by the ‘if’-clause restrict the

modal base the modal expression is sensitive to. Let us now see how this spells trouble for

modus ponens.

3 Restricted Readings

Suppose a ball—Baller—has been randomly selected from a bag containing an equal number of

black and white balls. Further, 2/3 of the white balls are shiny, whereas no black ball is shiny,

and 2/3 of the black balls are heavy, while no white ball is heavy. Note that less than 1/2 of the

balls are shiny and less than 1/2 are heavy. Intuitively, the following four claims are true about

this case:

(6) Baller is either white or black. (A ∨ B)

(7) If Baller is white, it is likely that it is shiny. (A→ C)

(8) If Baller is black, it is likely that it is heavy. (B→ D)

(9) Neither is it likely that Baller is shiny nor is it likely that Baller is heavy. (¬(C ∨ D))

The first claim is true by assumption: all balls in the bag are either black or white. The two

conditionals seem intuitively true because 2/3 of the white balls are shiny and 2/3 of the black

balls are heavy. Unconditionally, however, it is not likely that Baller is shiny, for less than 1/2

of the balls are shiny. For the same reason, it is not likely either that Baller is heavy.

It is clear that the four assumptions are inconsistent with each other if we take the surface

structure to be genuine and modus ponens to be valid (together with the classical introduction

and elimination rules for disjunction).8 By setting up a constructive dilemma, modus ponens

would allow us to derive the consequent of each conditional, so that ultimately we would

8Following MacFarlane and Kolodny (2010: 127ff.), I set aside the possibility that the problematic argument
reveals that something is wrong with the classical inference rules for disjunction.
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arrive at the disjunction pC ∨ Dq. The structure of this problem matches the case of the miners

discussed by MacFarlane and Kolodny (2010). For this reason, let us refer to this puzzle as the

Probabilified Miners.9

The Probabilified Miners are instructive, for the interaction of conditionals with epistemic

modals has been extensively studied in the literature. In the light of this debate, it appears

plausible that the conditionals in the Probabilified Miners are given a restricted interpretation.

In order to see this, the first thing to note is that the conditionals in the Probabilified Miners are

interpreted as expressing high conditional probability. The claim that Baller is probably shiny

if it is white rests on the observation that 2/3 of the white balls are shiny which corresponds

to the conditional probability of a ball being shiny given that it is white. Variations of the case

show that this marks a stable pattern. Due to the so-called triviality results, it is well known

that there is no classical way of defining a conditional such that the probability of a conditional

is the corresponding conditional probability except under very specific assumptions.10

This encourages a restrictor analysis (or a similarly innovative story). A restrictor analysis

of probability ascriptions to conditionals would look roughly like this:

(10) [Probably: Baller is white] [it is shiny].

The ‘if’-clause would be taken to restrict the domain of the probability operator in close ana-

logy to the restriction of a quantifier. Just like a mathematical expression of conditional prob-

ability such as P(B|A) has two argument positions—one for an assumption to be conditional-

ized on and one for the proposition whose probability is evaluated under this assumption—a

probability ascription in natural language could express a conditional probability by operat-

ing separately on the antecedent and the consequent rather than taking them to form a single

argument.11

For the discussion to follow, the logical form of probability-conditionals is all that is going

to matter. But it may still be helpful to see at least one way of complementing it with a suitable

semantics. In line with the sketch of a semantics above, one would take probability operators to

9MacFarlane and Kolodny (2010: 129) mention that the problem generalizes to epistemic ‘must’. Carr (2015)
discusses an extension of the original miners case in terms of ‘probable’. Moreover, the case is similar to a potential
counterexample to modus tollens put forward in Yalcin (2012). See also MacFarlane and Kolodny (2010: 128) for a
deontic variant of Yalcin’s puzzle. Cantwell (2008) takes modus tollens to fail for similar reasons.

10See Lewis (1976, 1986b). Hájek and Hall (1994) contains an overview about various similar results. For means
of escape, see Bacon (ms), McGee (1989), Schulz (2014, 2017: Chp. 8) and van Fraassen (1976). Cp. also Rothschild
(2013) for a more informal attempt to explain the data contextually. Note, however, that restricted readings are
available not only for epistemic modals but also for adverbial quantifiers, deontic modals and nested conditionals.
It is an open question whether the available positive results can be extended to substitute the restrictor view in all
its realms of application.

11The problematic reading of the conditionals in the Probabilified Miners seems to be due to a construal of the
‘if’-clause as a restrictor of the probability operator. The same is likely to be true of the original miners scenario,
which proceeds in terms of ‘ought’ on a subjective interpretation. According to the latter, what an agent ought to
do is sensitive to what the agent knows. For lack of space, I will refrain from arguing that a restrictor analysis is
plausible for the problematic conditionals in the original miners case, but see the discussion in Carr (2015), Charlow
(2013), MacFarlane and Kolodny (2010) and Silk (2014a).
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be sensitive to a contextually supplied probability function (which may vary, just like the modal

base and the ordering source, with a world of evaluation w). Ignoring all other parameters for

a moment, a recursive semantic clause might then look like that:

(11) JPROBABILITY : AKP = JPROBABILITYKP(•|A).

A restricted probability operator is interpreted in terms of a probability function which gets

conditionalized on the restricting proposition.12

Let us now address the question whether arguments with the structure of the Probabilified

Miners can have true premises but a false conclusion if we impose a restrictor analysis on the

conditionals in question. As we shall see, this can indeed happen.

4 Failures of Modus Ponens

The Probabilified Miners, but also its deontic variants, involve modalized conditionals. If we

follow the restrictor analysis, the problematic sub-arguments which are applications of modus

ponens have the following structure:

(12) A.

(13) [∆ : A] [B].

(14) ∴ ∆B.

The conditional construction is analyzed as a restricted application of an operator ∆ (‘prob-

ably’, ‘ought’ or ‘must’), where the antecedent figures as the restrictor and the unmodalized

material in the consequent, B, appears in the nuclear scope of the operator. The conclusion is

an unrestricted ∆-claim concerning B.

If the potential counterexamples have this structure, it is clear that the restrictor analysis

predicts that the premises can be true while the conclusion is false, for many operators do not

satisfy this inference pattern. For instance, if we substitute a simple necessity operator for ∆,

we get

(15) A.

(16) [2 : A] [B].

(17) ∴ 2B.

But from the truth of the antecedent (‘A’) and the restricted necessity of the consequent (‘B’),

the unrestricted necessity of the consequent does in general not follow, for the consequent may

12For further discussion, see Égré and Cosiz (2011).
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be true in all antecedent-worlds without itself being necessary, the truth of the antecedent at

the actual world notwithstanding.

In the case of necessity operators which are not sensitive to an ordering source, there is

a general way of representing the restricted claim in terms of the operator and the material

conditional:

(18) [2 : A] [B] iff 2(A ⊃ B).

A restricted claim of necessity is equivalent to the unrestricted necessity of the corresponding

material conditional over a given domain. To see this, we only need to observe that in standard

possible worlds semantics, the restricted necessity will hold iff all A-worlds in the domain of

the operator are B-worlds, for in this case B holds at all worlds in the domain restricted to the

A-worlds. But all A-worlds in the unrestricted domain being B-worlds just is what the unres-

tricted necessity of the corresponding material conditional requires. Thus, a restricted necessity

relative to an empty ordering source is effectively a strict conditional. As strict conditionals are

sometimes a little easier to process, I will occasionally use this equivalence for illustrative pur-

poses when it is clear that we are dealing with a modal expression which can be assumed, in

the relevant context, not to depend on an ordering source.

With this in place, we can trace the invalidity of the above inference pattern back to the

invalidity of a more familiar inference pattern:

(19) A.

(20) 2(A ⊃ B).

(21) ∴ 2B.

A strict conditional together with the truth of the antecedent does not imply the necessity of

the consequent unless the necessity operator is redundant.

The situation is similar for ‘likely’ and ‘probably’. On a restrictor analysis, the conditional

construction expresses high conditional probability of B given A. But this is compatible with

the unconditional probability of B being low even if A happens to be true. Hence, on a restrictor

analysis, the potential counterexamples to modus ponens can have true premises and a false

conclusion.13 What should one make of this fact?
13The situation changes if we make the minor premise, A, epistemically necessary. For instance, if we consider in-

stead 2A as the minor premise on an epistemic interpretation of 2, then the argument pattern is valid for epistemic
‘must’, ‘probably’ and subjective ‘ought’. Hence, the counterexamples essentially require a context of epistemic
uncertainty. This is somewhat obscured in the miners scenario due to the fact that it proceeds from a disjunction of
two minor premises which are uncertain. And a disjunction can be certain while both its disjuncts are uncertain.
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5 Are the Counterexamples Genuine?

The restrictor view seems to be capable of adequately capturing the intuitive readings of the

conditionals in the potential counterexamples to modus ponens. Moreover, the semantics the

restrictor view assigns to the problematic examples is such that it underpins true readings of

the premises and a false reading of the conclusion. It thus seems that modus ponens fails

on the restrictor view. However, a crucial question is whether we should acknowledge that

inferences with a logical form as assigned by the restrictor view count as proper instances of

modus ponens. This is prima facie unclear, for the logical form of conditionals on the restrictor

view deviates from a standard two-place connective, for which instances of modus ponens

could easily be recognized. The present section considers two kinds of implementations of the

restrictor view—wide scope and narrow scope construals of the interaction with modals—and

argues that, as they stand, neither yields a robust defense of modus ponens.

To begin with, the relation between the overt structure (O) and the logical form (L) of a

modalized conditional is this:

(O) If A, then ∆ B.

(L) [∆ : A] [B].

On the level of logical form, the modal operator which surfaces only as part of the consequent

is raised into a position higher than the ‘if’-clause. Effectively, the ‘if’-clause occurs in the scope

of the modal operator, for the ‘if’-clause is interpreted as occupying the restrictor position of

the operator.

Presented in this way, the restrictor analysis is very similar to a wide scope analysis of the

conditional structure. In both cases, the modal operator which seems to have only narrow

scope over the consequent of the conditional, is—on the level of logical form—taken to have

scope over the whole construction. The difference is only that on a traditional wide scope

analysis (W), the modal operator would have a whole conditional and not only the consequent

in its nuclear scope:

(W) [∆][A→ B].

Given that the restrictor analysis shares with a wide scope analysis the scope it assigns to

the modal operator, a proponent of the restrictor analysis seems to be in the same position to

reject the counterexamples just like proponents of a wide scope solution, who hold that an in-

ference with the logical form of p[∆][A→ B], A ∴ ∆Bq cannot invalidate modus ponens simply

because it does not instantiate it.14 The potential counterexamples would not instantiate modus

14Wide scoping is a prominent response to puzzles involving deontic conditionals (cp. e.g. Broome 1999, 2004).
See Kratzer (2012: 67f.) and Silk (2014b) for comparison with the restrictor view.
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ponens, for the modal operator would be only superficially part of the consequent, while the

problematic readings derive from giving it scope over the whole conditional construction.

The wide scope defense faces a serious problem.15 Although it would put us in a position

to reject the counterexamples as genuine, the question is whether we might have to reject all

other potential instances of modus ponens for the same reason. The problem is that on the

restrictor view, the sole purpose of an ‘if’-clause is to achieve a restriction of an operator or

quantifier (for details see section 6). What would count as a proper instance of modus ponens

on the restrictor view if the potential counterexamples are excluded? Without a clear answer,

this line of response runs the risk of defending modus ponens by means of eliminating it.

In the light of these complications, it may seem somewhat surprising that some proponents

of the counterexamples, most notably MacFarlane and Kolodny (2010: 134), adopt the restrictor

view. The explanation for this seems to be that the semantic effect of the restrictor view can also

be achieved on a narrow scope construal of the operators in the consequent of the problematic

conditionals (cp. Kratzer 2012: 94f.). To implement the basic idea of the restrictor view, it is

not necessary to reconstruct the relevant operator as taking scope over the ‘if’-clause. What is

required for this to be possible is, however, a shifty (or, alternatively, a dynamic) semantics for

conditionals (the shifty semantics sketched in the following can be seen as statically simulating

a dynamic semantics; cp. Gillies 2009). Here is how this story could go.

Ignoring certain complications having to do with the possibility of information sensitive

expressions in the antecedent of conditionals (see MacFarlane and Kolodny 2010: 134f.) and

setting aside all other parameters except the modal base, an exemplary semantic clause for ‘if’

might then look like this, where ∆ is a placeholder for a suitable operator (cp. Kratzer 2012: 94,

Kratzer 1981; see also von Rooij 2005 and Yalcin 2007):

(22) Jif φ, ∆ψK f = J∆ψK f+ , where f+(w) = f (w) ∪ {JφKw, f , g} as above.

What the clause says is that the truth conditions of a modalized conditional relative to a modal

base are the truth conditions of the modalized consequent relative to the original modal base

updated by the information contained in the antecedent. Thus, an ‘if’-clause would serve the

purpose of restricting the context or index relative to which the consequent is evaluated. The

effect of this procedure in the cases which interest us is the same as if we would treat the

‘if’-clause as a restrictor on the domain of the modal. However, on the present construal, the

modal expression would have narrow scope over the consequent only. As a result, modus

ponens could not be rescued by mimicking the wide scope solution.

Still, there remains a worry a defender of modus ponens could have about the potential

counterexamples if conditionals have the kind of shifty semantics we are presently envisaging.

15Yalcin (2012) considers this problem in the context of modus tollens.
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To see this, let us have a look at what the semantic values of the assumptions and the conclusion

would look like given the dynamic semantic clause (22):

(23) J∆ψK f+ (=Jif φ, ∆ψK f ).

(24) JφK f .

(25) ∴ J∆ψK f .

It might be argued that on a contextualist semantics of modals, the ‘if’-clause in the conditional

premise would shift the context relative to which the modal expression is evaluated.16 How-

ever, in the conclusion of the argument, the modal would be evaluated relative to the original

unrestricted context. Thus, the modal would be evaluated with respect to two different contexts

in the course of the argument. What happens would perhaps be similar to what might happen

with an indexical expression when we change the context in the middle of the argument so that

the indexical is not uniformly assigned the same semantic value on all of its occurrences. From

a classical perspective, we could therefore object that the argument equivocates.

Defenders of the counterexamples can respond, however, by assuming that ‘if’-clauses only

shift the index relative to which embedded modals are evaluated just like a necessity operator

may shift the index relative to which the truth-value of the sentence it embeds is computed.

On this construal, which is structurally what MacFarlane and Kolodny (2010) propose, the

equivocation defense does not get off the ground (one would not want to say that there is

equivocation going on in the inference from ‘Necessarily, φ’ to ‘φ’ just because ‘φ’ is evaluated

with respect to different indices in premise and conclusion).17 So, the counterexamples would

be genuine.18

In sum, neither the wide scope approach nor a shifty semantics, which allows modals in

conditionals to have narrow scope, gives us a robust defense of modus ponens. On the latter,

the reason is simply that modus ponens would fail. On the former, the question would be

whether any instances of modus ponens would be left. Due to these problems, I think one

should look elsewhere to find a sense in which modus ponens could still be said to be valid on

the restrictor view. As my starting point, I will take a closer look at unmodalized conditionals,

for not only are those the ones which figure in paradigmatic instances of modus ponens, they

are also the place where ‘if’ seems to function very much like an ordinary two-place connective.

16On this view, ‘if’-clauses would be monsters in Kaplan’s sense.
17Thanks to an anonymous referee for helping me to get clear about this issue.
18I am setting aside here defenses of modus ponens which couple a shifty semantics (or a dynamic semantics)

with an alternative notion of logical consequence. See Willer (forthcoming), Gillies (2009) and Starr (2014).
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6 Bare Conditionals

So far, we have looked at conditionals which are overtly modalized. Kratzer goes a step further

when she claims that ‘if’ is always a restrictor and never a sentential connective even when

there are no modal or quantificational phrases overtly present:

The history of the conditional is the story of a syntactic mistake. There is no two-place
if...then connective in the logical forms for natural languages. If -clauses are devices for
restricting the domains of various operators. Whenever there is no explicit operator, we
have to posit one. (Kratzer 1986: 656)

To fix ideas, let us call a bare conditional a conditional which does not overtly contain an

operator or phrase which is restricted by the ‘if’-clause.19 As part of the necessary background

for what is going to come, this sections outlines how bare conditionals can be treated on the

restrictor view.

For many cases, Kratzer (1986) assumes that indicative conditionals are implicitly modal-

ized by an epistemic necessity operator. Consider an utterance of the following sentence:

(26) If Jacky arrived in New York yesterday, she contacted Jack.

On Kratzer’s account, the logical form of what is said by this utterance typically looks like this:

(27) [MUST: Jacky arrived in New York yesterday] [she contacted Jack].

Since Kratzer takes the implicit modal to be an epistemic necessity operator, utterances

of bare indicative conditionals will typically express a restricted kind of epistemic necessity.

For Kratzer, the relation between bare conditionals and an epistemic necessity operator is that

of a default: if no other operator is made salient by the linguistic or extra-linguistic context,

conditionals default to an interpretation in terms of an epistemic necessity operator.20

Kratzer’s theory of conditionals has the attractive feature of providing a unified account of

‘if’-clauses: they always work as restrictors. In bare conditionals, an epistemic necessity oper-

ator acts as the default option for the covert operator. The default operator can sometimes be

overridden: certain contexts may raise to salience a different operator. Kratzer (1986) mentions

generic quantifiers as a possible instance. We can summarize the restrictor view in the form of

three theses:

Uniformity. An ‘if’-clause is univocally a restrictor phrase: if it does not restrict an overt

operator or quantifier, it restricts a covert one.

19This notion might well be in need of further refinements. For our purposes, it merely labels conditionals for
which the restrictor view has to tell a special story.

20One may ask where a default necessity operator could come from. One possibility close to Kratzer’s sugges-
tion would be that ‘if’-clause come with a necessity operator “build in” which can, in appropriate contexts, be
overridden by overt operators (cp. Yalcin 2007). Another possibility would be to develop the idea that virtually
all declarative sentences come with an implicit necessity operator at matrix level, following work in linguistics on
modals (e.g. Giannakidou 1999) and on implicatures (e.g. Alonso-Ovalle and Menéndez-Benito 2010, Chierchia 2006
and Meyer 2013).
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Default. By default, the ‘if’-clause of a bare conditional restricts a covert epistemic neces-

sity operator.

Flexibility. In different contexts, different covert operators can be made salient for the

‘if’-clause to restrict.

As a first step towards a defense of modus ponens, I would like to draw attention to the fact

that the restrictor view should be supplemented with a further constraint which strengthens

the default option by imposing a fairly strict limit on the kind of flexibility present in the inter-

pretation of bare conditionals.

We need to distinguish episodic readings of conditionals from generic and habitual inter-

pretations. Just like many ordinary sentences, conditionals sometimes allow for generic and

habitual readings (cp. Kratzer 2012: 106). A sentence like

(28) Jacky played soccer

can be taken to express the recurrent event of Jacky playing soccer. But the sentence also has an

episodic interpretation when we take the past tense to refer to a particular time at which Jacky

played soccer. This ambiguity extends to conditionals. Consider

(29) If Jacky was with her cousins, she played soccer.

On a habitual interpretation, we roughly take this to mean that Jacky played soccer with her

cousins on most or all (contextually relevant) occasions they were together. Contrast this with

an episodic interpretation which could be made salient in a context in which we are uncer-

tain about whether Jacky played soccer yesterday and take her being with her cousins to be

evidence for this thought.

Now, it seems that conditionals cannot be flexibly interpreted on episodic readings.21 More

precisely, the following claim seems to be correct:

Limited Flexibility. On an episodic reading, the meaning of a bare conditional always

results from the restriction of the same covert operator.

If this is correct, there is a fairly strong constraint on the interpretation of ‘if’-clauses in bare

constructions. Once the conditional is taken to be read episodically, there is no choice as to

which operator it restricts.

In the light of the fact that ‘if’-clauses are capable of restricting a wide variety of overt

operators even on episodic readings, one might have thought that any such operator could

21The same seems to be true for generic and habitual interpretations (I owe this observation to an anonymous
referee of this journal). If so, the amount of flexibility in interpreting bare conditionals may be limited to a small
class of episodic, generic and habitual readings. I restrict my attention to episodic readings, for they are the ones
which matter for the following.
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be raised to salience in an appropriate context. But this does not seem to be case. A bare

conditional like

(30) If Jacky arrived in New York yesterday, she contacted Jack

does not seem to have a reading which would stem from its implicit modalization by a pos-

sibility operator like ‘might’ or a probability operator like ‘probably’. Neither does it allow for

a deontic reading based on an implicit ‘ought’. As far as I am aware, this reflects a general

pattern. Bare conditionals do not allow for interpretations according to which they would ex-

press conditional possibility, conditional probability or conditional obligation. There seems to

be a privileged operator which is always activated on episodic interpretations. We may assume

that the privileged operator is a certain kind of necessity operator. This assumption could be

relaxed (see section 11), but it seems to be a simple and plausible choice.

I turn now to the question whether modus ponens is valid for bare conditionals.

7 Modus Ponens for Bare Conditionals

Modus ponens targets inferences with the following surface structure:

(31) If A, B.

(32) A.

(33) ∴ B.

If we take the conditional to be a bare conditional implicitly modalized by a necessity operator,

the logical form will be the following:

(34) [2 : A] [B].

(35) A.

(36) ∴ B.

Modus ponens will be valid for bare conditionals iff the covert necessity operator is fact-

ive, i.e. iff 2φ |= φ (I am assuming that the implicit operator is not sensitive to an ordering

source). On Kratzer’s semantics for modals, the covert necessity operator will be factive if the

corresponding conversational background is constrained to be realistic, where a conversational

background is realistic if the world of evaluation is always contained in the intersection of

propositions which make up the conversational background. (In standard possible world se-

mantics, a realistic conversational background corresponds to a reflexive accessibility relation).

Assuming an empty ordering source, the truth of a necessity-sentence (‘2φ’) will then require

the truth of the embedded sentence (‘φ’) at the world of evaluation, thus validating factivity.
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The available data suggest that modus ponens is valid for bare conditionals (cp. Dowell

forthcoming).22 The potential counterexamples all exploit, in some way or other, a reading of

the ‘if’-clause as a restrictor of an overt element. Moreover, paradigmatic inferences of modus

ponens are widely used in a seemingly valid fashion. In the light of this, we have good evidence

that modus ponens is valid for bare conditionals. On the present view, we should therefore

hold:

Factivity. The covert necessity operator present in episodic readings of bare conditionals

is factive.

A possible objection to this assumption might be the following. For the sake of argument,

take the covert operator present in bare conditionals to be an epistemic necessity operator. Now

the worry might be that it may not obey factivity because it may target only those worlds which

are compatible with what we believe. Yet we could easily have some false beliefs, which would

make the operator non-factive. In response, I would like to make a couple of points.

First of all, the validity of modus ponens for bare conditionals seems itself to be a datum

which gives us good reason to construe the default operator in this way. It would be wrong-

headed to predict counterexamples to modus ponens on the basis of antecedent considerations

about epistemic modality. The kind of modality implicitly present in conditionals should be

modeled after the available data. Doing so seems to require factivity.

Secondly, it is important to keep in mind that the implicit default operator need not be as-

sumed to work like an overt epistemic modal such as ‘must’ (cp. Kratzer 2012: 98f., 1986). So

even if overt epistemic modals were to go merely by belief, one could still take the covert modal

relevant for indicative conditionals to work differently (for example, it might go with know-

ledge rather than belief). However, this response requires that there is a difference between

bare conditionals and overtly modalized conditionals using ‘must’. To some ears, pairs of con-

ditionals like the following sound “more or less equivalent” (Geurts 2005: 393; see also Gillies

2010: 14):

(37) If Jacky is in New York, she is at the Sheraton.

(38) If Jacky is in New York, she must be at the Sheraton.

But as Kratzer (2012: 98f.) notes, there is a difference between such pairs of conditionals. It

is due to the fact that ‘must’ presupposes an indirect evidential connection between its target

proposition and the evidence from which it is inferred. If I say ”There must be a tree in front

of me”, my addressee rightly assumes that I am not simply seeing a tree in front of me in

22Lycan (1993, 2001: ch. 3) argues that modus ponens fails across the board. I set discussion of Lycan’s examples
aside as this would take us too far astray. But see Nolan (2003: 224f.) for a critique of Lycan’s theory.
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good daylight. But presuppositions of indirect support are not present in bare conditionals.

Compare:

(39) If I see a tree in front of me, there is a tree in front of me.

(40) If I see a tree in front of me, there must be a tree in front of me.

While (39) can be heard as stating the obvious fact that an object can only be perceived if it is

there, (40) suggests that there is a non-trivial step in the inference, perhaps akin to an inference

from mere appearances to their reality.

An even better response might be not to let this objection get off the ground in the first

place by holding that overt ‘must’ is factive. Von Fintel and Gillies (2010) defend the strength

of ‘must’ in this regard.23 One of their arguments is particularly relevant for the current discus-

sion. Consider the following inference (von Fintel and Gillies 2010: 364):

(41) ”If Carl is at the party, then Lenny must be at the party.

Carl is at the party.

So: Lenny is at the party.”

This argument is valid. But it can be valid only if ‘must’ is factive, for otherwise Lenny’s

actually being at the Party would not follow. (This holds independently of whether we give

the conditional a restricted interpretation or interpret the conditional as a bare conditional as

explained in the next section.)

Let’s take stock. The validity of modus ponens for bare conditionals hinges on the factivity

of the covert necessity operator. The available data suggest that the necessity operator is indeed

factive: uses of bare conditionals support modus ponens. If the covert necessity operator is

semantically equivalent to overt ‘must’, we can give a principled argument for factivity by

showing that overt ‘must’ is factive along the lines of von Fintel and Gillies (2010). But even if

overt ‘must’ turned out not to be factive, one could still hold that the covert necessity operator

is factive because it does not have to be equivalent to overt ‘must’.

8 Bare Readings

With respect to conditionals containing an overt operator allowing for a restricted reading,

the restrictor view can be construed in two ways. One way would be to say that a restricted

reading is always preferred. But one could also consider the possibility that such conditionals

are ambiguous between a restricted reading and a bare reading on which the ‘if’-clause is, on

23That ‘must’ is strong is not uncontroversial. See Lassiter (2016) for a response to von Fintel and Gillies (2010).
Note, though, that Lassiter acknowledges that his overall conclusion that ‘must’ does not imply knowledge is
compatible with ‘must’ being factive.
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the level of surface grammar, taken as a two-place connective, which results from the implicit

restriction of the fixed default operator designed for episodic readings of bare conditionals.

This section argues for the latter option. Combined with the validity of modus ponens for bare

conditionals, this will extend the sense in which modus ponens can be said to be valid on the

restrictor view.

To make the distinction clearer, consider a modalized conditional of the form

(42) If A, ∆B.

On a restricted reading, this conditional would be given the logical form

(R) [∆ : A] [B].

The modal operator ‘∆’ is simply taken to be restricted by the ‘if’-clause. Contrast this with a

bare reading of the conditional:

(B) [2 : A] [∆B].

Here the overt operator stays in its surface position. The conditional connective is interpreted

as in a bare conditional: it combines with a covert necessity operator to form a binary connect-

ive taking the overt antecedent and the modalized consequent as separate arguments. Note

that bare readings would correspond to proper (non-shifty) narrow scope interpretations of

the modal operator in the consequent of the conditional, for which modus ponens would be

valid due to the factivity of the implicit necessity operator.

The question is, of course, whether modalized or quantified conditionals allow for bare

readings. In an unpublished paper, Geurts (2004) has given the ambiguity thesis a rigorous

defense.24 He holds:

General Ambiguity. A conditional which has a restricted reading of an overt element in

principle always has a bare reading as well.

Geurts goes through a large variety of constructions to show that the relevant ambiguity

can be spotted in all types of cases in which restricted readings are possible. Compare, for

example, the following two sample sentences of his:

(43) Mildred always drinks beer if she is happy.

(44) Mildred always drinks milk if her testimony is to be trusted.

The first sentence prefers a restricted interpretation on which it is roughly equivalent to Mil-

dred drinking beer at all times at which she is happy. The second sentence, on the other hand,

24See also Frank (1996: 46-55), Zvolenszky (2002), and the discussion in Kratzer (2012: 106f.). Cp. further von
Fintel and Iatridou (2002).
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clearly prefers a bare reading: Mildred is said to drink milk at all times on the assumption that

she was telling the truth about it.

Once it is seen that some conditionals have a restricted reading while structurally similar

ones prefer a bare interpretation, it is not very hard to spot the proposed ambiguity, although it

might require to take into account somewhat recherché cases. Suppose, for instance, that Mil-

dred telling the truth is causally linked to her drinking milk. Then we seem to get a restricted

interpretation of (44) according to which all times at which Mildred speaks truthfully are times

at which she drinks milk. Similarly, one can cook up a case in which Mildred being happy is

evidence for her always drinking beer. This would give us a bare reading of (43).

The two readings can also be spotted in modalized conditionals. To begin with, consider a

conditional with ‘necessary’ on an alethic interpretation:

(45) If this triangle is equilateral, it is necessarily equiangular.

We can hear this as true owing to the fact that all equilateral triangles are equiangular. On a

restricted interpretation, this fact ensures that the sentence does indeed come out true. The

bare reading, however, may well be false, if we are dealing with a musical instrument or a

physically realized geometrical shape whose identity does not depend on being equiangular.

This (false) reading could be raised to salience in a context in which the question is under

discussion which objects have their shape essentially and which only contingently. Even if

the triangle is equilateral (and therefore equiangular) in this world, it need not be necessarily

equiangular.

The two readings are also available for conditionals with a deontic modal in the consequent.

To see this, consider:

(46) If Kaspar has a car with the wheel on the left, I ought to drive on the right.

Assume that I am unsure about which side to drive on in a country I have just got to. Then

my friend Kaspar having a car with the wheel on the left is evidence that I am in a country

in which I ought to drive on the right. This true reading of the conditional is supported by

a bare interpretation: all epistemically relevant worlds in which Kaspar has a car with the

wheel on the left are such that I ought to drive on the right. On the other hand, the restricted

interpretation could well be false. Suppose that as a matter of fact I ought to drive on the left

and Kaspar’s steering wheel is on the right. It would then be false that it ought to be that all

cases in which Kaspar has a car with the wheel on the left are cases in which I drive on the right.

The obligation to drive on the left is, we may suppose, unconditional and does not depend on

what kind of car Kaspar owns. Hence, deontically relevant worlds in which Kaspar has a

different car are not ones in which I drive on the other side contrary to my actual obligation.

(One could raise such a restricted interpretation to salience by making it a contextually relevant
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question whether Kaspar might be the king of this country, so that the car he owns might

determine which side one ought to drive on.)

Deontic conditionals which prima facie prefer a restricted reading are much more frequent.

As an example, consider:

(47) If you believe in God, you ought to believe in the Devil, too.

On a restricted reading, this conditional is true if it is an established fact in the context that

the existence of God implies the existence of the Devil. Then all cases in which you believe in

God ought to be cases in which you believe in the Devil, for it may be a rational requirement to

believe (or at least not to disbelieve) the consequences of what you already believe (see Broome

1999 for discussion). However, the bare interpretation may well be false if it is irrational to

believe in God or the Devil and so one ought not to believe in either of the two. Then the mere

fact that you believe in God does not make it the case that you ought to believe in the Devil, for

you should not have either of the two beliefs in the first place. It is somewhat harder to access

the bare interpretation (and perhaps to realize that it is false). It may be raised to salience by

imagining that prior to the utterance of (47) it was established that one ought to believe in God

if and only if one ought to believe in the Devil. Then (47) can be so construed as to imply

(48) If you believe in God, you ought to believe in God.

This sentence prefers a false bare reading (the restricted reading is trivially true). But for (47)

to have this false consequence, it cannot be given the true restricted reading but must be given

the false bare interpretation.

As Geurts points out, there is no need to assume that the two possible readings are always

on a par. Semantic, syntactic and pragmatic factors may favor a certain reading or even make

a particular interpretation unavailable (more on this in the next section). Furthermore, we may

also reckon with cases where the two readings are simply equivalent.

9 Defending Modus Ponens

If we tie the results of the previous two sections together, we can give modus ponens the fol-

lowing defense:

Validity. Modus ponens is universally valid on a bare episodic reading of the conditional.

The discussion of bare conditionals showed that ‘if’ functions very much like a two-place

connective in bare conditionals on an episodic reading. Moreover, bare conditionals validate

modus ponens. Such readings of conditionals are possible even in cases in which the condi-

tional itself is non-bare because it contains a quantifier or operator. Hence, the present defense

does not merely amount to the claim that modus ponens is valid for bare conditionals. It is
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valid even for complex conditionals containing various operators as long as the conditionals

are given a bare interpretation. This gives us a robust sense in which modus ponens can be

said to be valid even within the framework of the restrictor view.

The validity of modus ponens for bare readings of conditionals complements rather than

competes with limited defenses of modus ponens for restricted readings. If one grants that

restricted readings do instantiate modus ponens, then modus ponens is not universally valid

on a restricted reading of the conditional. Nevertheless, one can still find a sense in which

modus ponens is a “good inference” even on a restricted reading. It turns out to be a “reason-

able inference” in the sense of Stalnaker (1975): if the premises of a modus ponens argument

are assertable, the conclusion will be so, too. The notion of a reasonable inference has an epi-

stemic analogue: modus ponens can also be said to be “quasi-valid”, meaning that it carries

one from epistemically necessary premises to an epistemically necessary conclusion (MacFar-

lane and Kolodny 2010: 139). This accords well with the potential counterexamples, for they

concern cases where the premises are either uncertain or the conditional is embedded in a non-

categorical context (a disjunction, for example).

Given that a fairly wide reaching defense of modus ponens is already available for restric-

ted readings, one may wonder what additional value the present account has when pointing

to a second reading on which modus ponens is valid across the board. For one, I take the

question of whether one of the most fundamental rules of inference is actually valid to be itself

of intrinsic interest. For another, inferences by modus ponens figure in various philosophical

puzzles (think, for example, of the gentle murder paradox or the problem of fatalism), so being

aware of a subtle ambiguity between different readings of the conditional should help clarify-

ing these puzzles. But mainly, I think, the importance of the present account comes out when

one considers practical reasoning about what one should do. A good deal of our practical

reasoning relies on premises which are uncertain and makes use of conditionals of the form ‘If

such-and-such is the case, I should do X’. In reasoning with such conditionals, one would like

to reach unconditional conclusions about what to do. On the present account, modus ponens

can be applied even in uncertain contexts of this kind. However, it also shows that one can

easily be led astray if one is not sensitive to the right (a bare) interpretation of the conditional.

With this in mind, let us review the potential counterexamples to modus ponens, starting

with the probabilified miners. To refresh our memory, I repeat the background story: ”A ball—

Baller—has been randomly selected from a bag containing an equal number of black and white

balls. Further, 2/3 of the white balls are shiny, whereas no black ball is shiny, and 2/3 of the

black balls are heavy, while no white ball is heavy. Note that less than 1/2 of the balls are shiny

and less than 1/2 are heavy.”

One difficulty is that with epistemic modals, bare readings are much harder to get (this

might contribute to why the counterexamples are so intriguing). But in certain contexts, they
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can still be spotted:

(49) If Baller is white, then it is certain that it is white.

(50) If Baller is white, then it is probable that it is white.

Given the background story, the two conditionals do not seem to be true on their preferred

reading (recall that Baller may be white but that this is not probable). However, a restricted

reading would be tautologous, so their preferred reading is a bare reading.25

Once the possibility of bare readings of ‘probable’ is spotted, it seems possible to access the

bare reading of the conditionals in the Probabilified Miners:

(51) If Baller is white, it is likely that it is shiny. (=(7))

For reasons I will try to explain below, the bare reading of this conditional is pragmatically a

little odd. But suppose we have started by noting that it is not likely that Baller is shiny no

matter which color it might have unbeknownst to us. Then I think it is possible to get the

bare reading on which the conditional would be taken to be false because we interpret the

probability operator as accessing our actual state of knowledge unenriched by the hypothesis

that Baller is white.

Still, one would like to have an explanation of why bare readings of epistemically mod-

alized conditionals are so hard to get. On reflection, I think, this was actually to be expec-

ted. First of all, a bare reading with an epistemic modal in the consequent suggests that the

antecedent is somehow evidence for something being epistemically possible/probable/certain.

This presupposes that there is some higher-order uncertainty about what is epistemically pos-

sible/probable/certain. But in most cases, such higher-order uncertainty is absent or else not

the focus of the conversation. So, in standard cases, we are in a position to make unconditional

claims involving an epistemic modal if we are in a position to make a related conditional claim.

But then Gricean maxims dictate that we should have directly asserted the consequent of the

conditional if it were to be given a bare interpretation because this way we could have made a

more effective contribution to the conversation.

A further reason is that some epistemic modals cannot be embedded freely. This is mainly

true of epistemic modals whose distribution behavior patterns similar to expressivist vocab-

ulary.26 Examples are (certain uses of) ‘certainly’, ‘probably’, ‘perhaps’ and ‘maybe’. A bare

reading would force these terms to be embedded in a complex truth-conditional environment

in which they may not easily embed, making a restricted reading preferable.

25Geurts (2004) suspects that the restricted reading being tautologous pragmatically explains why the bare read-
ing is preferred. But see Kratzer (2012: 106f.) for a reason why this might not be the best possible explanation.

26See Schnieder (2010) focusing on the problem discussed in Yalcin (2007) why certain modals do not felicitously
embed under ‘if’.
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Somewhat easier to access are the bare interpretations in the original case of the miners.

Here is the background story:

The miners.27 There are ten miners which are in danger of drowning. Either they are all in
shaft A or they are all in shaft B. We do not know where they are. From our perspective, the
two possibilities are equally likely. Unfortunately, we can block only one shaft but not both.
Blocking the right shaft will save all the miners in that shaft. Blocking the wrong shaft will
result in all miners drowning. Blocking neither will result in only one miner drowning no
matter where they are (we may suppose that the water level in the two shafts averages out
so that almost all miners are safe).

The correct thing to do is to block neither shaft. The reason for this seems to be that this

way the expected number of lives saved is nine, whereas in the other two cases it is only five

(cp. Regan 1980: 264f., n.1). Whatever the details of the explanation are, it seems true that

(52) We ought to block neither shaft.

However, there is a puzzling argument to the contrary from the following three premises:

(53) The miners are in shaft A or in shaft B.

(54) If the miners are in shaft A, we ought to block shaft A.

(55) If the miners are in shaft B, we ought to block shaft B.

As above, it would follow that

(56) ∴ We ought to block A or we ought to block B,

contrary to (52).

As observed in Parfit 1988, the miners case involves a subjective sense of ‘ought’ which

is sensitive to a certain body of evidence (in a more objective sense, (56) may actually be just

fine). Arguably, it describes the choice-worthiness of a possible course of action in the light

of what is in our epistemic reach.28 In thinking that it is not the case that we ought to block

shaft A, while it simultaneously is the case that if they are in A, we ought to block A, our

reasons on the basis of which we evaluate the two deontic claims are strikingly different. It

seems that our denial that we ought to block A is launched from the perspective of our present

knowledge, whereas the ‘ought’ embedded in the conditional is evaluated from the perspective

of our present knowledge enriched with the information that the miners are in A. This way of

27A case with this structure has been described by Regan (1980: 264f., n.1) in the context of co-operation problems.
Parfit (1988) slightly modifies the example and illustrates it with the story of the miners. MacFarlane and Kolodny
(2010) use it to argue against modus ponens.

28See Dowell (2013) and Kiesewetter (2011) for discussion of how to best characterize the pertinent notion of
epistemic reach in this context. For our purposes, we can make the simplifying assumption that ‘ought’ simply
targets the body of knowledge the agent has.
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evaluating conditional ‘ought’-claims can plausibly be explained by taking the ‘if’-clause to

restrict an epistemic parameter ‘ought’ is sometimes sensitive to.29

A bare reading of (54) can be achieved if we take into consideration situations in which the

miners are in A unbeknownst to us. If we do this, the conditional seems to be false, because no

matter where the miners are—let them be in A—, we should block neither shaft. So, we may

target a bare reading of (54) and thus deny (54) by saying:

(57) No, (even) if the miners are in shaft A, we shouldn’t block A, for unless we know where

they are, we should block neither shaft.

On a bare reading of the conditionals in the miners scenario, the argument is therefore not a

counterexample to modus ponens because not all premises are true.30

Bare readings can also be made more salient by enriching the content of the conditional in

certain ways:

(58) If the miners are in shaft A, we ought to get sandbags and block it right away.

(59) If the miners are in shaft A, the rescuers ought to block A.31

(60) If the miners happen to be in shaft A, we ought to block A.

Making the possibility that we might act on the conditional more salient seems to favor a bare

reading, presumably because a conditional used with the intention to yield a decision prefers

an interpretation which validates modus ponens so that we can arrive at an unrestricted con-

clusion about what to do. A third person perspective seems to have a similar effect. Finally,

using vocabulary which presupposes or connotes that the miners may be in A unbeknownst to

us as in (60) favors, for reasons explained above, a bare reading, too.

10 Outlook: Nested Conditionals

By way of an outlook, let us take a brief look at how the present resolution would apply to

the counterexamples McGee (1985) proposed, which involve nested conditionals.32 This is the

background story as described by McGee: opinion polls see the Republican Reagan decisively

29Semantic accounts of subjective ‘ought’ along these lines are developed in Carr (2015), Charlow (2013), Mac-
Farlane and Kolodny (2010) and Silk (2014a). See in particular the detailed discussion of the various options for a
restrictor analysis by Cariani et al. (2013). Cp. also Cantwell (2008) focusing on ‘ought’ as it occurs in the gentle
murder paradox (cp. Forrester 1984).

30Cariani et al. (2013: sec. 2.3.3) highlight the possibility of bare readings for subjective ‘ought’.
31The first example is attributed to Kratzer by von Fintel (2012), the second one is von Fintel’s own. It should be

pointed out that Kratzer and von Fintel actually deny—for reasons having to do with the fact that the miner’s puzzle
requires ‘ought’ to be seriously information-dependent in the sense of MacFarlane and Kolodny (2010: 133)—that
the conditionals have a restricted reading of the kind needed to set up the miners puzzle. But see Carr (2015) for a
response to von Fintel’s worries. Cp. also Silk (2014a).

32The structure of the problem is already described in Adams (1975: 33).
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ahead of the Democrat Carter with the other Republican, Anderson, a distant third. Now

consider:

(61) If a Republican wins, then if it is not Reagan, it will be Anderson.

(62) A Republican will win.

(63) ∴ If Reagan does not win, it will be Anderson.

Intuitively, we can be certain about the first premise as Reagan and Anderson are the only

two Republican candidates. The second premise—that a Republican will win—deserves a high

credence, too, although we may not be fully certain about it as it is possible that Carter will win

and even Anderson might have outside chances. Surprisingly, the conclusion is intuitively not

very credible: if Reagan does not win, Carter rather than Anderson is the most likely winner.

If modus ponens were valid, we would not expect such a radical drop in epistemic credibility.

Kratzer (1986) notes that the restrictor analysis yields an interesting way of accounting for

conditionals of the form

(64) If A, then if B, C.

The relevant observation is that nested ‘if’-clauses can be taken to yield multiple restrictions

of an operator. To see precisely what the logical form will look like, we need to recall that

‘if’-clauses which do not restrict an overt phrase or operator are taken to restrict a covert one.

This feature of the restrictor view is relevant here, for there is no overt material present for the

‘if’-clauses to restrict. Given that nested conditionals contain two ‘if’-clauses, we face a choice

as to where to locate the covert operator. We could assume that the embedded conditional is

governed by a covert operator or we might suppose that a covert operator governs the whole

construction. (As a matter of fact, there is the third option of postulating two covert operators,

one for each ‘if’-clause. More on this below.) Let us focus on the second option here. It can be

illustrated as follows, where we let ‘2’ be the required covert operator appearing in the logical

form for these constructions:

(65) [2 : A][if B, C].

Represented in this way, there is still one ‘if’-clause left unresolved.

In order to account for the second ‘if’-clause, one could assume that a restricted operator is

again open for restriction by another operator. Semantically, a second ‘if’-clause would impose

a second restriction on the operator’s domain. More generally, operators could in this way be

restricted by an arbitrary number of iterated ‘if’-clauses.

It is an open issue how multiple restrictions of an operator are to be represented on the

level of logical form. One option would be to assume that operators have a freely extensible
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number of restrictor slots open for more than one ‘if’-clause. The logical form of a (right-)nested

conditional would then roughly look like this:

(66) [2 : A, B][C].

Semantically, one could continue to hold that a restriction works by intersecting a given domain

with the proposition the ‘if’-clause expresses. Further restrictions would be accounted for by

additional intersections of an already restricted domain. So, if D is the original domain, then

a double restriction would result in (D ∩ JAK) ∩ JBK, where the double brackets indicate the

semantic value—a set of worlds, we may suppose—the sentences express.

There are alternative ways of construing the logical form of nested conditionals while stick-

ing to the idea that iterated ‘if’-clauses have the semantic effect of multiple domain restric-

tion. To mention one further possibility, consider the thought that ‘if’ forms together with

its prejacent a function which takes operators as arguments and yields operators—restricted

operators—as values. Given that argument and value would be of the same syntactic type,

the value could be the argument for a further ‘if’-clause, application of which would yield a

doubly restricted operator. If operators work semantically as functions from propositions to

propositions, then ‘if’-clauses would be assumed to be functions from such functions to such

functions.33 In rough outline, they would take a function from propositions to propositions and

yield another such function by restricting the domain of the operator the original function is

derived from. This procedure is iterable and has the same semantic effect as positing multiple

slots for domain restrictors. I anticipate that there are more ways of implementing the same

basic idea.

It seems that making a further assumption in the scope of a preexisting assumption has

the same effect as assuming their conjunction. Thus, the present construal of a right-nested

conditional turns out to be equivalent to

(67) [2 : A ∧ B] [C].

This is just what the conditional

(68) If A and B, then C

would look like on the level of logical form. Noticeably, the equivalence between conditionals

of the form (65) and (68)—which has been called the import/export principle—can be validated

on the restrictor view.

Due to a proof by Gibbard (1981: 234f.), it is a well known fact that under two natural

assumptions—one of them corresponding to the validity of modus ponens—, any conditional

33This describes the semantic role of already complex expressions of the form pif φq. The semantics of ‘if’ would,
on this picture, be taken to be a function from propositions, the semantic value of ‘φ’, to functions whose domain
and range consists of the semantic values of operators, that is functions from propositions to propositions.
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satisfying the import/export principle will collapse into the material conditional.34 In the

light of this, we might expect that the price the restrictor view has to pay for getting the im-

port/export principle will be the failure of modus ponens (cp. Khoo 2013).

Can nested conditionals also be given a bare interpretation for which modus ponens would

hold? On such a reading, the problematic inference would look like this:

(69) [2 : A] [[2 : B] [C]].

(70) A.

(71) ∴ [2 : B] [C].

The ‘if’-clause of the embedded conditional would not be raised into the restrictor position of

the covert operator governing the outermost ‘if’-clause. Rather, it would remain in the nuclear

scope of the outer conditional. For this to be possible, the inner ‘if’-clause would need to be

given a bare interpretation, too, on which it would be taken to restrict the fixed default operator.

On this interpretation, the argument pattern is indeed valid, for the right-nested conditional

would turn out to be truth-conditionally equivalent to

(72) 2(A ⊃ 2(B ⊃ C)).

The truth of the antecedent would then be sufficient for the truth of the conditional forming the

conclusion.

However, it seems virtually impossible to get bare readings of right-nested indicative con-

ditionals. I see two possible explanations for why this might be so. First, if we assume that

the embedded conditional is taken to be stronger than the material conditional, this would

require the embedded necessity operator to be interpreted non-trivially, presumably as some

kind of epistemic necessity.35 On this interpretation, a bare reading of a right-nested conditional

would essentially make the same kind of claim as a bare reading of a modalized conditional,

for the consequent would make a claim of epistemic necessity. So, the explanation of why bare

readings of conditionals with an epistemic modal governing the consequent are hard to get

would to a certain extent carry over to right-nested conditionals: given that claims of epistemic

necessity are often transparent, Gricean norms render a bare interpretation in most contexts

inappropriate. In the present case, the antecedent would need to be a non-redundant piece

of evidence required for a certain material conditional to be epistemically necessary. Further,

bare interpretations of right-nested conditionals would be even more complex, for they relate

34McGee (1985: 465) provides a similar theorem to the same effect. Cp. also the discussion of Gibbard’s proof in
Gillies (2009).

35Of course, if we follow Lewis and take bare conditionals to have the material truth conditions, then the conclu-
sion of McGee’s example would—despite appearances to the contrary—simply be true on the most likely turn of
events. Cp. the solution to McGee’s puzzle offered in Sinott-Armstrong et al. (1986) and Katz (1999), but see also
Piller (1996).
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three sentential arguments in a nested structure of modal operators. This might explain why

bare interpretations of nested conditionals are even harder to get than bare interpretations of

epistemically modalized conditionals.

A second possible explanation might come from considerations about how the covert ne-

cessity operator picks up its epistemic domain. Plausibly, it requires a certain body of evidence

to be salient in the conversation. Now, if no body of evidence is sufficiently salient, we would

expect there to be a default option in order for the conditional to be interpretable. There are two

natural domains which could be identified without any contextual clues: the set of all possible

worlds (accessible from the actual world) or simply the actual world alone. In the first case,

indicative conditionals would express that the consequent is a necessary consequence of the

antecedent. In the second case, they would have the material truth conditions. Given that we

do not find interpretations of bare conditionals which require the consequent to follow from the

antecedent, the second option is most plausible (cp. Kratzer 2012: 106). Thus, the hypothesis

would be that bare conditionals have the material truth conditions if no body of evidence is

sufficiently salient to constitute the domain of the implicit modal.

This might bear on the interpretation of nested conditionals in the following way. It could

be that the deepest nested implicit operator reverts to its default interpretation due to the com-

plexity of the construction. This way, the embedded conditional would contribute the material

truth conditions on a bare reading of the whole construction, which would thus have the fol-

lowing truth conditions:

(73) 2(A ⊃ (B ⊃ C)),

Now note that these truth conditions are equivalent to

(74) 2(A ∧ B) ⊃ C)),

which are in turn equivalent to

(75) [2 : A ∧ B] [C],

specifying the truth conditions on the restricted interpretation. Hence, the restricted reading

and the bare reading would turn out to be equivalent explaining why we cannot spot a possible

difference between them.36

11 Concluding Remarks

By way of conclusion, let me say something about the scope of the solution defended in the

present paper. Given that it is cast in terms of the restrictor view, it may seem that it cannot

36In effect, the present reconstruction amounts to the solution of McGee’s puzzle advocated in Lowe (1987).
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be adopted by other theories of conditionals. But this would be to overestimate the difference

between the restrictor view and more traditional frameworks, for almost any theory of condi-

tionals can be recovered within the restrictor view. We have limited our attention to accounts

of bare conditionals according to which their meaning is derived from the restriction of an im-

plicit necessity operator. But positing an implicit necessity operator is not essential to the view.

One may, for instance, consider the idea that the relevant operator expresses rather something

like close necessity. If taken this way, one would be able to define Lewis/Stalnaker-type truth

conditions within the restrictor framework (cp. Kratzer 1979). With some creativity, it seems

possible to represent almost any sensible truth conditions for a conditional as deriving from

the restriction of a certain type of operator.

Of course, in order to combine the proposal developed in this paper with a particular theory

of conditionals, one would need to grant that ‘if’-clauses can also function as restrictors in

certain environments (or have some other way of predicting restricted interpretations). Even

in this regard one could in principle be a bit more liberal than we have assumed. It would

suffice to take the restricted interpretations to be pragmatically available. As far as solving the

problem of modus ponens goes, one would not necessarily have to assume that the restricted

interpretations constitute a semantic phenomenon.

The present approach sheds some light on how the logic of conditionals should be ap-

proached. Traditional theories of conditionals operating within the paradigm of construing ‘if’

as a two-place connective are best seen as being concerned with bare readings of condition-

als. From the perspective of the restrictor view, they can be taken to clarify the nature of the

implicit default operator which gives rise to bare interpretations. The debate about whether

indicative conditionals have material, strict, or variable strict truth conditions, whether their

truth conditions are objective or partly subjective, whether they are context-dependent or per-

haps assessment-sensitive, all this has a natural reinterpretation on which it is concerned with

the properties of the default operator. Thus, there would be no reason to dismiss traditional

logics of conditionals as long as one is clear about their realm of application. In addition, there

would be a second legitimate way of investigating the logic of conditionals which would ad-

dress the restrictor function of ‘if’-clauses. The proper place of pursuing this project is most

likely the theory of modals and (generalized) quantifiers, for we would expect the logical prop-

erties of conditionals on restricted interpretations to derive from the logic of the modals and

quantifiers which are so restricted. Traditional inference rules such as modus ponens may no

longer apply, which would also be why they would be left unchallenged.
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